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Abstract

Among the available biometric traits such as face, iris
and fingerprint, there is an active research being carried
out in the direction of unconstrained biometrics. Periocular
recognition has proved its effectiveness and is regarded as
complementary to iris recognition. The main objectives of
this paper are three-fold: 1) to announce the availability of
periocular dataset, which has a variability in terms of scale
change (due to camera-subject distance), pose variation
and non-uniform illumination; 2) to investigate the perfor-
mance of periocular recognition methods with the presence
of various degradation factors; 3) propose a new initializa-
tion strategy for the definition of the periocular region-of-
interest (ROI), based on the geometric mean of eye corners.
Our experiments confirm that performance can be consis-
tently improved by this initialization method, when com-
pared to the classical technique.

1. Introduction
Biometrics has been widely investigated and used effec-

tively in several applications: authentication in highly re-
stricted areas, attendance record in office premises, citizen-
ship identification and verification and forensics. Differ-
ent biometric traits such as face, iris, fingerprint and gait,
exist to provide the flexibility to choose one or combine
more than one modalities for recognition, as per the avail-
ability and feasibility associated with objectives of appli-
cation. Due to easy availability and affordable cost of hard-
ware, biometric has been a preferred choice even in personal
devices like computers, PDA (Personal Digital Assistant)
and mobile devices over a password based authentication.
When it comes to usability, biometric recognition systems
usually operate in constrained lighting scenarios and under
rigid data acquisition protocols, although the development
of non cooperative systems has been motivating numerous
research efforts [19]. In this context, the main hurdles are
the data quality decrease and its non-uniformity in terms of

Figure 1. Examples of images of our periocular dataset, with vari-
ations in scale, lighting, pose and occlusions.

the traditional variation factors (translation, rotation, scale,
pose and lighting changes).

Periocular biometrics refers to the recognition using in-
formation from the ”facial region in the immediate vicin-
ity of the eye [12]” has recently been identified as an ex-
tended form of iris recognition and has become an active
research area for the research groups across the world. De-
spite of utilizing the iris region as a part, periocular bio-
metrics can be preferred over the iris recognition for sev-
eral reasons reported in existing literature. This could be
enough reasoning to exploit the periocular biometrics in un-
constrained requirements, among which the work of Park et
al.[13] should be highlighted: they investigated the feasi-
bility of periocular recognition in visible wavelength data
acquired in relatively less constrained. In this paper, we
intend to go beyond and measure the effect on periocular
recognition performance with respect to each of the classi-
cal data variability factors also commonly called as ”Co-
variates” . For such, we built and released a new data set of
periocular data, from where some examples can be seen in
figure 1. When compared to others, this data set has notori-
ously higher levels of heterogeneity and can constitute also
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a tool for the evaluation and development of more robust
periocular recognition systems. Finally, we propose a new
strategy to initialize the periocular ROI, based on the geo-
metric mean of eye corners and that — as our experiments
confirmed — can consistently improve performance when
compared to the classical approach of initializing the ROI
based on the location of the iris center.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 briefly overviews existing literature for periocular
biometrics. A brief description of the new database is given
in Section 3. Section 4 elaborates pattern recognition de-
scriptors that can be used for periocular recognition. The
experimental result and the corresponding discussion will
be presented in section 5. Finally, the paper will be con-
cluded and several directions for further work pointed in
section 6.

2. Related Work
The first paper [13] of its kind, based on periocular bio-

metrics has highlighted the benefits of biometrics recogni-
tion using periocular images especially when compared to
iris recognition. Authors presented a feasibility study of
periocular biometric recognition, when using local descrip-
tors, LBP (Local Binary Pattern), HOG (Histogram of Ori-
ented Gradients) and global descriptor SIFT (Shift Invari-
ant Feature Transform) features. The performance result
with these descriptors with and without eye brow was also
reported by authors. Another interesting work [12], which
is an extension of the first paper, has extensively presented
results with various aspects of periocular recognition that
include role of eyebrows, left or right eye information con-
tribution, manual or automatic segmentation impacts, local
and global feature’s effectiveness, performance achieved by
fusion with face and periocular biometrics, degradation due
to partial occlusion over face images, effect of disguising
the eyebrows, effect of masking the iris and eye region and
analyzing the effect of pose variation and occlusion. The
experiments carried in this paper used FRGC 2.0 database
[10].

In a more recent paper [7], gender and ethnicity were
identified using periocular images. Author used the LBP as
feature extractor and Support Vector Machines (SVM) clas-
sifier for classification. Experiments were performed in the
FRGC face dataset. A very important conclusion derived in
this paper is that classification accuracy obtained by using
the periocular images is comparable to that obtained by us-
ing entire face images for gender and ethnicity recognition.
Another important paper [22] studied the effect of using fu-
sion techniques on periocular and iris images for non-ideal
images of the eye characterized by occluded irises, motion
and spatial blur, poor contrast and illumination artifacts.
The experimental results using MBGC database [14] shows
that score level fusion can improve the recognition perfor-

mance.
In another paper [20], author has applied genetic and

evolutionary computations (GEC) to the problem of select-
ing optimized set of features. This work mainly includes
the comparison of two GEC-based Type II feature extrac-
tion (GEFE) methods for periocular biometric recognition:
a steady-state GA and an elitist Estimation of Distribution
Algorithm (EDA). This methodology has enabled to select
the features that not only improve the recognition accuracy
but also to use minimum number of features in order to have
less computational complexity. One of the interesting pa-
pers [2] has proposed a algorithm for periocular recognition
in visible spectrum based on the fusion of global matcher,
GIST, and circular linear binary pattern (CLBP) features.
This paper also investigates the effect of capture distance on
the performance of periocular biometrics using UBIRIS.v2
database [15]. In an attempt to analyze the texture of perioc-
ular samples, Miller et al.[8] have presented a performance
evaluation of a local periocular texture based recognition
approach. Their work specifically examines the effect of
quality of samples on performance of recognition system.

However, it is essential to mention that the work pre-
sented in this paper is different from that in [8] in the sense
that former investigates the effect of covariates present in
actual acquired samples in terms of scale, pose, pigmen-
tation level, gender, occlusion with uncontrolled illumina-
tion; while later uses few simulated degradation factors like
blurring, resolution with controlled and uncontrolled light-
ing. In fact, performing experiments with actual covariate
factors in periocular images introduced by image capturing
framework itself, than simulated one, is the main objective
of introducing UBIPr dataset that is used in our work.

3. Database Description
The most well known data sets to perform experi-

ments on periocular recognition are the Multiple Biomet-
rics Grand Challenge (MBGC) and Face Recognition Grand
Challenge (FRGC). However, from our viewpoint, these
data sets do not provide enough data variability: they have
only minor variations in pose, few illumination diversity
and absence of scale changes. Bharadwaj et al. [2] have
used UBIRIS.v2 dataset, which has noisy images of iris.
This dataset is created with the objective of being used in
iris recognition research and some samples of these dataset
don’t include eyebrows and sometimes other parts of peri-
ocular region. This shortcoming makes inappropriate to use
this dataset for periocular recognition despite of presence
of various noise (degradation) factors. Another drawback
of UBIRIS.v2 is that it doesn’t include the pose information
in its ground truth data.

According to the above observations, we built a new
data set able to be used in periocular recognition experi-
ments in non-controlled acquisition conditions and setups.



Table 1. Image Acquisition and Dataset Specifications
Image Acquisition & Ground Truth

Camera Conon EOS 5D
Focal length 400mm
Lens Aperture F/6.4 - F/7
Color Representation sRGB
Shutter Speed 1/197 sec.
F-Number F/6.3 - F/7.1
Exposure Time 1/200 sec.
ISO Speed ISO-1600
Metering Mode Pattern

Periocular Image Specification
Camera Distance Image Resolution
8m 501x401 pixels
7m 561x541 pixels
6m 651x501 pixels
5m 801x651 pixels
4m 1001x801 pixels
Image Format bmp (Color)

Volunteers
No of Subjects = 261 (with 104 in 2
sessions), Periocular Regions =522
Total Images= (261+104)x15x2
=10950

Gender,
Male= 54.4%
Female= 45.6%

This data set will be made public and freely available at
the web site [21]. We intended to embed on this dataset
as much data variability factors as we could: data was ac-
quired from highly different subject-camera distance, un-
der distinct types and levels of illumination, poses and oc-
clusions. Additionally, the manual annotation of dataset,
including the ROI and location of essential landmarks, is
made available on same website. The ground truth gener-
ation was observer centric which means it was performed
with the process as classified as ”manual annotation” type
in [9]. The set of specifications used for the imaging frame-
work is given in Table 1.

4. Park et al. Periocular Method

Park et al. [12] considered three types of features to as-
sess the feasibility of periocular recognition. These features
are described below briefly:

4.1. HOG

Among many, HOG is one of the local descriptors that
has given promising performance in variety of problems of
computer vision [18, 17]. The image is decomposed into
local regions and from each local region gradient orienta-
tion and its magnitude are calculated. In each bin of gradi-
ent orientation of histogram, corresponding magnitudes are
accumulated for the local region. It is believed that HOG

is robust to illumination variation for recognition problems
[4].

4.2. LBP

After using linear binary pattern (LBP) first time for
measuring the local image contrast [11], it has been applied
in several pattern classification problems [3, 5]. To calculate
LBP, each pixel is assigned with a label by a type of binary
pattern obtained in 3x3-neighborhood pixels by threshold-
ing neighborhood pixel intensity with center pixel. The dis-
tribution of these binary patterns in local region is used as a
feature representation, describing the nature of texture exist
in that region.

4.3. SIFT

Lowe [6] has introduced the shift invariant feature trans-
form to describe the image globally. Its invariance nature to
rotation, scaling and translation has been successfully used
in several applications to get improved performance over
other features. SIFT features calculated as a difference of
Gaussian (DoG) filtered images for two different scales for
few numbers of octaves (down sampled versions of images).
Key points are extracted where extrema of DoG is found.

5. Experiments
In order to perform the experiments over the new data set

and to have experiments in line with main objectives of our
research work, we divided them into three categories:

• Evaluation of descriptors with linear and non-linear fu-
sion at match score level

• Comparison of performance obtained with two differ-
ent types of references, eye corners proposed by us and
iris center.

• Investigation of features for subsets of datasets, se-
lected on the basis of pose variation, scale change, pig-
mentation level, with or without occlusion and gender

5.1. Fusion at the Score Level

One of the key points of periocular recognition perfor-
mance is the way the scores generated by each of the three
types of descriptors (HOG, LBP and SIFT) are fused. In
this context, we tested two different techniques: linear and
non-linear. For both cases, rectangular region of size 0.9EW
x 1.2EW with its center being an iris center was cropped to
select it as a periocular image, where EW is the eye width
and it is the horizontal distance between nasal and temporal
eye corner. This size was chosen to cover complete struc-
ture of periocular region across all the subjects. For HOG
and LBP, this region was further divided in 6 x 8 blocks of
grid as shown in figure 3. HOG and LBP was then applied



to each of the block with number of bins 8 and 32, respec-
tively. Global descriptors SIFT was applied iteratively to
each of periocular region until the number of descriptor lo-
cations reaches to less than or equal to 200 by using adap-
tive threshold. To calculate SIFT features, we used toolkit
available publicly on [1]. These three features were fused
using linear and non-linear fusion at match score level as
described below:

5.1.1 Linear Fusion

Linear fusion [16] using the Logistic Regression can be
achieved by assigning the weights to match score output
of each feature classifier and combining them as given by
equation 1.

Sk =

N∑
i=1

wiri,k (1)

where wi is the weight assigned to output of ith classifier
and ri,k is the match score of ith classifier, where i=1,.....,N.
These weights are determined by the Logistic Linear Re-
gression. Here, we used three classifiers (N=3) based on
HOG, LBP and SIFT features and least square method was
used for fitting regression model.

5.1.2 Non-linear Fusion

Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP) can be used to fuse the
scores from more than one classifiers to realize non-linear
fusion at match score level. The match scores obtained from
each classifier are considered as input features for the MLP
classifier. This neural network classifier then trained with
genuine and impostor scores. The MLP used has parame-
ters as given below:

• Nodes in{Input, Hidden Layer, Output } = {3 , 3, 1}

• Activation functions = {sigmoid, sigmoid, linear}

• Epochs and Performance Goal= 20000 and 10−3

The performance for linear and non-linear fusion of
above mentioned descriptors are shown in figure 2. Due to
superior data adaptive capability of neural network, the per-
formance with non-linear fusion found to be slightly better
than that with linear fusion. The experiments hereafter have
used non-linear fusion to show the performance of periocu-
lar recognition.

5.2. Effect of Reference Points : Iris Center vs.
Eye Corners

In pattern recognition, alignment of samples across intra-
class and inter-class subjects, plays vital role, especially,
when features are extracted as a local descriptors in spa-
tial domain. This fact yields the importance in selecting the

Figure 2. Recognition performance with linear and non-linear fu-
sion of HOG, LBP and SIFT at match score level

reference points about which periocular region of interest
(ROI) would be cropped for further processing. In [12], ref-
erence point has been used as iris center and being this point
as a center, rectangular region of 3Rx4R pixels was selected
from the face images, where R is the radius of iris. The
performance of periocular recognition is satisfactory with
this approach in the case of frontal images acquired in con-
trolled environment. However, iris being a moving entity of
an eye can degrade the intra-class and inter-class alignment,
if face or periocular samples are captured in unconstrained
manner, where pose and gaze deviations would occur fre-
quently. So, we propose a reference point to be determined
from eye corners, nasal and temporal eye corner, to select
the periocular region over an iris center, as shown in figure
2, for following reasons:

• location of eye corners will have no deviations in struc-
ture of periocular region

• in case of closed eye, eye corners would still be de-
tectable as opposed to the impossibility of detecting
iris center

In addition to periocular region reference points, we also
use eye width, which is the distance between nasal and tem-
poral eye corners, as a reference for selecting size of peri-
ocular region instead of radius of iris, proposed in [12]. The
reason for this is similar to those mentioned for choosing the
eye corners as reference point. We hypothesize that eye cen-
ter selected from two eye corners can give uniformity across
the periocular regions of intra-class and inter-class subjects.
The horizontal location of reference point is the midpoint of
horizontal locations of nasal and temporal eye corner. Verti-
cal location can be fixed with the vertical location of iris or
average vertical location of eye corners. The effect of two



Figure 3. Effect of references as iris center (green grids) or the
geometric mean of eye corners (red grids) in the definition of the
ROI. Notice the higher correspondence between the red grids from
frontal and deviated samples.

different types of reference points is illustrated in figure 3. It
can be observed that, in case of frontal samples (Left), both
reference points does not differ much and locate the perioc-
ular regions (green and red grid) in almost same vicinity and
hence, they are overlapped. In samples of gaze (or pose) de-
viated (Right), difference in locating periocular regions by
both reference points is clearly visible. With iris center, pe-
riocular region shifted much towards temporal side of the
face due to shift in iris location. However, periocular re-
gion has maintained its location aligned over eye region in
case of eye corner reference point. Moreover, the alignment
preserved by periocular region in case of eye corners for
frontal and deviated samples (red grids) is much more dom-
inant as compared to that with iris center as reference point
(green grids). We have tested experimentally the hypothesis
of using eye corners as a reference points and eye width as
a reference size for periocular region over a iris center and
its radius. ROC curves for both references using non-linear
fusion of features are shown in figure 4. It supports the use
of eye corners as reference points to select the periocular re-
gion especially in case of unconstrained biometrics, where
pose, gaze variations are bound to happen.

5.3. Covariates

In order to analyze the periocular recognition perfor-
mance in different situations, we carried out the experi-
ments using non-linear fusion of features at score level over
the all possible types of subsets classified based on the co-
variates such as scale, pose, occlusion, pigmentation level
and gender.

5.3.1 Scale Wise Performance

The ROC curves for periocular recognition of subset
datasets of different scales are shown in figure 5. As perioc-
ular region size is determined proportional to the eye width,
descriptors were scale invariant. However, due to pres-
ence of detailed information in high resolution, scale of 4m
(camera distance) subset has shown degradation in its per-
formance. On the other hand, scale 7m subset has desired

Figure 4. ROC curves for non-linear fusion of descriptors for ref-
erence points

Figure 5. ROC curves for different scales

amount of detail in periocular samples and hence showing
best performance. However, samples of scale 8m subset
contain short of information and scale 6m subset samples
include more than necessary information, thus, both subsets
showing degraded performance as compared to the scale 7m
subset. This shows the performance of periocular recogni-
tion is dependent on the camera distance with which the
sample was captured.

5.3.2 Pose Wise Performance

The performance results with subsets of various pose devia-
tions samples are shown in figure 6. It can be observed that
more the deviations in pose of subjects, more degradation
occurs in recognition performance. This degradation is due
to the more misalignment and lesser information present in
the one side of the periocular region image in pose deviated



Figure 6. ROC curves for different poses

Figure 7. ROC curves with and without occlusion

sample. This fact confirms the need of having good overlap-
ping across the intra-class and inter-class samples by using
the techniques where pose variation can be compensated or
corrected.

5.3.3 With/without Occlusion Performance

The results obtained from subsets of with occlusion and
occlusion-free samples are plotted in figure 7. Due to the
occlusion, all the three types of descriptors get affected neg-
atively. HOG and LBP fail to reproduce the local regions
those comes under the occlusion. SIFT descriptor also fails
in locating key point locations due to occluded region of the
periocular image. This causes degradation in the recogni-
tion when periocular region is occluded.

Figure 8. ROC curves for different pigmentation levels

5.3.4 Pigmentation Level Performance

Figure 8 shows the graphs plotted for the different levels
of pigmentation. The pigmentation levels, light, medium
and heavy, are decided as explained in [15]. This graph
shows very little difference in the performance with light
and medium pigmentation level samples at higher false pos-
itive rate. At lower false positive rate, where performance
becomes crucial for biometric applications, periocular sam-
ples with medium pigmentation show better result as com-
pared to the light pigmentation samples. However, perfor-
mance is degraded in case of heavy pigmented irises due to
low contrast that is frequently visible in iris patterns.

5.3.5 Gender:Male/Female Performance

Two different experiments were performed on male and fe-
male samples and ROC curves for them are shown in figure
9. It is interesting to see the biased capabilities of fused de-
scriptors towards male and female subsets. This indicates
the need of enhancing techniques to be used in case of fe-
male periocular sample. The degradation in performance of
females subset may have happened due to possible make-
up, eye brow coloring, use of glasses and presence of ear
rings.

6. Conclusion
Growing research efforts have been put in the develop-

ment of biometric recognition system that can operate in
less constrained conditions and can reliably recognize indi-
viduals without requiring their active participation. In these
type of systems, periocular recognition is believed to be vi-
tal and is expected to complement the iris as one of the
preferable traits to be used in non-cooperative setups. In
this paper we introduced a new data set with far more vari-
ation factors than that in the existing datasets. Also, we



Figure 9. ROC curves for Gender

assessed the effect in performance with respect to each of
the covariates type and proposed a new strategy to initialize
the periocular ROI. This data initialization technique was
observed to consistently outperform the classical one in all
our experiments.
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